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This
assessment of Wachovia Corporation (Wachovia) as of June
30,2008,
the
RFIIC (D)
for bank holding
The
IS
on the results of our continuous supervision program over the past
which consists
monit0l1ng activities conducted by a team
and a
examinations.
assessment also
the examination work other primary bank and
functional

vUl\.vllvU

and the RFI/C CD) rating is
m::m::tg(;menr, including board and senior
(MIS) and risk monit0l1ng, coupled
financial condition ofthe
corporation, led by poor
capital cushion. Since our
dne to
disruption write-downs, required over
enors.
were partially due to
"top ofthe house" board
was inadequate or
111
not fully
business lines. Going forward, we "~""""''-

BHCs in this group exhibit a combination of weaknesses ill risk management
and
financial condition that range from fair to
severe. These
are less resistant to the onset of
adverse business conditions and would
deteriorate if concerted action is not effective in
the areas of
weakness.
more than normal
financial surveillance.
of the company,
of the llondepository entities on the
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institution, as of June
will be adjusted as needed.

2007.
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We have downgraded our assessment ofWachovia's
from "satisfactory" to
oversight and the
based on concerns with the efficacy of board and senior HH;"lUjSvl
quality and flexibility
and risk monitoring.
Board alld Senior

1YHUlU.t::C..W

Oversight

Fair or

of directors and senior
oversight is considered
This
of
management provided by the board of
concerns about the
adequacy of risk management
including its independence and
of and
response to
errors. Also, the board of directors and
not always developed clearly defined risk tolerances for
of risk
functions.
The board of
established by

our

direction

lWlrvr,l'"\fcOllcerns and have the
MRIAs may rcpresem c".>;"a,,",u.tH
criticisms that have escalated in
due
m"vwt·~"t and that the
must
or that
suggest a means
communicated in the report or
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board of directors must conduct an
at

and
of the
of the
I"",+~d to the
positions, the risk in
nonbank
bOITowers in the
conCC111S are partially offset by some
where the
functioned adequately both in
business lines and with
centralized
function. With trading book VaR limits,
management and the business
or obtained overlimit exceptions from
chief risk
bank (Crn) took actions to limit risk and sold much orthe super
originate to distribute
model.
lack strong independent risk management functions also contributes to our concem with
oversight, especially with investing outside the nom131 course of business.
p31iicular concem
Bank and noted in recent examinations completed by the ace is the lack
shared by this
of strong independent
over the Treasury and
We understand
to usc treasury functions to
additional
tax benefit
appropriate.
risk is usually taken in the form of structured
transactions have not performed as planned.
andlor other investments and many of
to insure that investments are made within
fOlward, it is incumbent on risk
corporation's
appetite and
potential dmvnside risk is

ll\oLHoL'C>.
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management must conduct an independent
both as a
function and within the
the
overall
and
areas of the
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company.
oversight is also influeneed by changes in
has a limited
in traditional
culture ofthe company.

Finally, the
leadership at the
banking and will have to
Policies Procedures and Limits

Policies, procedures, and limits generally worked effectively during the market dis11lption and as
the market began to tU111. Established limits helped
to note quickly the depth and
serious nature of the market dis11lption. VaR limits and
trading controls worked adequately
and appropriate attention/approval was
The company monitored counterpaliy
limits, despite
in
exposures within limits,
company
hedged
on
counterpmties. Accounting policies were conservative and
the company was quick to recognize losses in thcir
especially in the eno
book. It is expected that policy limits will need to be
to reflect
weakened
condition of the company.
areas include capital
liquidity policies and credit approval
limits.
Risk

Information

or

monitoring and
is fair. The corporation's MIS did not fully
which contributed to
identification.
minimal
content
to other
institutions and
are oftcn more
business/product-focused which
assessment cumbersome.
VVJlHU.Hhl>
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Management must take
to improve overall MIS.
inability to
in a prompt fashion and the
assessmenl of the adequacy
fceding
is nel:;essar
overall MIS.
stress
can be conducted effectively. An emphasis should be placed on
number of manual
required to complete consolidated MIS over key risks.
where manual processes are involved include, but are not limited, the production
consolidated liquidity reports, counterpart credit
and
CDO

UHLLUU5

Internal Controls

or

Internal controls are satisfactory and we are pleased with the company's effOlis to address long
standing IT infrastructure
our 2006
which required a satisfactory plan to
with
two vVinston Salem data centers,
remediate the unacceptable level of proximity
that
progress on the Oxmoor data center conversion has been satisfactory. It is our
this project will continue to
adequate funding despite almounced
reduction
effOlis. The IT remediation projects are substantially complete, but distributed server access
controls
umesolved. Additionally, the control enviromnent has benefited iiom a
satisfactory audit
hl 2008, the company successfully transitioned to a new general
discussed further
auditor and it appears the stature of the department is improving.
enhancements the audit depmtment should
to help
organization improve
include continuing to define and communicate audit's role as a reassurance
line
It is
that audit will become
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has
the appropriate steps to ensure capital adequacy, but recent
and
capital proj cctions highlight the vulnerability of the capital
to current business
affair.
September 30,
the company has
conditions and SUppOlt a capital
significant capital funds to insure adequate capital. In December 2007
January 2008
Wachovia raised a combined
billion in preferred capital and in April 2008 Wachovia
an additional S8.0 billion of common and conveltible equity. To
capital, the corporation
has cut the dividend and is adopting strategies to limit asset
, even after these
actions,
1 capital ratio is projected to be 7.8% at
2008 versus the 9.0% projection
for year-end in Aplil. With rapidly changing
projections, the
l capital ratio will
continue to move
to the "dated" pre-disruption policy limit
Required economic
largely due
capital has grown also as the
profile of the company has been
increased credit
In addition, the required provision in 2009 will continue to strain capital
ratios.
a result, \Ii'e
to consider additional actions including nnther
reducing its dividend
additional capital to ensure that
corporation maintains
sufficient capital.

must update and maintain current capital policies and plans.
expect
to f01111ally
its current
for the tier one capital ratio in light
of the corporation's cunent condition and
near term
and asset quality
board of
to update
plan to
deterioration. In
include capital
would require
action as
as providing
the potential ",{'f'A,"""

of 3 indicates that the consolidated BRC exhibits a combination of weaknesses
severe. The company has less than
modest
substandard asset qnality, weak
or liquidity
the BBC and its subsidiaries are less resistant to adverse business conditions. The financial condition of the
BBC will
deteriorate if concerted action is not taken to COHect areas of weakness. The
cash flow is
sufficient to meet inullediate
but may not remain
if action is not ta ken to coneet weaknesses.
rmcpnllPllT." the BRC is vulnerable and
more than normal
Overall financial
and
are still such as to pose only a remote threat to the
of the company.
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concems are
estate "''''' ~h~
1
property
CUlTent
to
is probable and as a result management
to dimensi011 the extent of the
embedded in
portfolio is quickly
and the
cumulative loss rate is estimated in excess 9%. Nonperfonning assets
for this portfolio
consolidated
are
to $11.4 billion by year-end 2008. In total
to grow to S1
billion and will
3.71 oftota! outstanding
and other
estate owned by year-end. Portfolio net loss rates are very dependent on the
underlying value of residential real estate which is
projected
to
as housing
markets decline. The projected
in nonperfonning assets and loan losses will continue to
negatively
consolidated asset
To date,
has taken steps to increase
collections and explored mitigation
The
analysis
developed to
isolate
FICO score, loan-to-value, and geography of the
is a positive
and further
mitigation strategies will be necessary to lower credit
risk.
actions to provide additional funds for loan loss reserves and the company's
declines in the reserve model are also appropriate.
recognition of projected housing

on
To dimension
extent of potential write downs and to understand vulnerabilities,
company must pCliodically stress at
p011folios and sub portfolios. The stress tests should
both regional concentrations and product concentrations. Once the stress tests are
completed, mitigation
should be
to reduce

-3
While the corporation was prC>1ltabJle
historical nonus
to . n,"',Hu,,,,,'4U'
the fourth
. The
billion in the
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must update and continually
liquidity policies and plans.
in our Liquidity
inspection letter dated June
2008,
management must update the
CFP with an assessment of all potential
funding
and various
that could
the corporation's access
must undertake a
of
to both
and tenl1 funding. In addition,
in the treasury funds management group and
identified key man
ensure continual and appropl1ate management of liquidity across all
well as on a consolidated basis.
-2

The likelihood that the
or nonbank subsidiary will have a
impact on the
depository institution remains limited4 but is increasing. The parent has acted as a source of
strength to the depository institutions by
capital funds and
the market for
additional liquidity. Nonbank. assets remain low relative to the
of the consolidated
organization and nonbank activity has not required additional equity funds.
the COll)Oration's most significant nonbanks, have not required additional liquidity and are selffunded with
, the parent has expe11enced wlite-downs on
investment an insurance subsidiary, purchased assets at a loss from a money market fund and
another fund advised by a subsidiary, and
liquidity support to another nonbank.
draw on parent company resources that would be
available to support
subsidiaries.

4

Likelihood of

excessive dividend payments from subsidiaries. The
the control
risk
corlcerltratlorls, or
or reputational issues within the 1l0l1depos,1tOl
the normal course ofbusincss.
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Richard Westerkamp, Jr.
Assistant Vice President
Central Point of Contact
ce.

Joseph
Robelt
Steel,
Dave Wilson
Robert Burns FDIC
Nicholas Dyer,

5 THIS DOCUMENT IS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
This document has been
an examiner selected or
by the Board of Govemors of the Federal
Reserve
The document is the
of the Board of Govemors and is fumished to directors and
management for their confidential use. The document is
and confidential under
and
the Board of Governors has forbidden its disclosure in any malmer without its
in limited
ns.c 1
and 1831111) and in the
of the Board of (JovemOIS
circumstances
in the law
C.F.R.261
Under 110 circumstances should the
auditors disclose or make
this document or any
in accordance with
law and
"'ES,·.,uo.,v,,,, of the Board of Govemors.
unauthorized disclosure of the document may
the person or
U!~\AU'~!!!.'" or
such information to the
of Section 641 of the U.S. Criminal Code (18
Each director or tmstee, in
with his or her
should become fully infonned
the contents oft11is document. In
this
it should be noted that this document is not an
and should not be considered as such.
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